
PRIMARY SOURCES 
AND ELEMENTARY 

STANDARDS 
GO HAND IN HAND

How can you implement primary sources to 
cover the Illinois State Social

Science Standards?

Kunz, A. (1996) Hands. [Image] Retrieved from the Library of 
Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/2003668474/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/2003668474/


Common K–12 Definitions

Due to the changes made in the revised Illinois Social Science Standards, it was determined that a common 
overarching vocabulary was needed. Terms that have many meanings were more narrowly defined for the benefit 

of these standards. 

Essential questions—Open-ended questions that focus on a big idea. These questions are enduring and 
centered on unresolved issues.

Inquiry—An ongoing cycle of learning to use knowledge at increasingly complex levels as a way to integrate 
content. Through the inquiry process, students (individually and or collaboratively) identify issues, pose 
questions, investigate answers, pose more questions, weigh the evidence, come to conclusions, and take action 
on their learning. 

Inquiry skills—Skills and dispositions that students need to meet the challenges of college, career, and civic life 
in the 21st century. Inquiry skills are used by students while applying disciplinary concepts to construct essential 
and supporting questions and determine helpful sources to conduct investigations and take informed action.

Supporting questions—These questions can be answered through
descriptions, definitions, and processes on which there is general 
agreement. These questions help formulate an answer to the essential question.

Disciplinary concepts—Ideas, principles, and content at the heart of understanding the social sciences.

https://www.isbe.net/Documents/ss-stds-eff012716.pdf
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https://www.isbe.net/Documents/ss-stds-eff012716.pdf


THREE MAIN COMPONENTS 
OF INQUIRY

• Developing Questions and 

Planning Inquiries

• Evaluating Sources and Using 

Evidence

• Communicating Conclusions and 

Taking Informed Action



THEMES AT GRADE LEVELS

Kindergarten: My Social World

First Grade: Living, Learning, and Working Together

Second Grade: Families, Neighborhoods, and Communities

Third Grade: Communities Near and Far

Fourth Grade: Our State, Our Nation

Fifth Grade: Our Nation, Our World



THREE MAIN COMPONENTS 
OF INQUIRY

• Developing Questions and 

Planning Inquiries

• Evaluating Sources and Using 

Evidence

• Communicating Conclusions and 

Taking Informed Action



QUESTIONS

Essential Questions

Allowing for questioning to happen 

before a study.

Recording the questions for 

reference: before, during, and after a 

study





http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/british/brit-5.html

http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/british/brit-5.html


INVENTIONS

Why do inventors invent?

What makes a great 

invention?

How do inventions get 

started?

How does an invention 

change people?



INQUIRY

I see 👓

I think💡

I wonder🔎



NECESSITY IS 
THE MOTHER 
OF INVENTION

What is necessary in the 
photo?

What invention was 
needed?

Lee, Russell, photographer. (1939) Housewife 
boiling clothes, Chicot Farms, Arkansas. Jan. 

[Image] Retrieved from the Library of Congress, 
https://www.loc.gov/item/fsa1997024920/PP/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/fsa1997024920/PP/


PERSUASIVE WRITING

CLAIM AND EVIDENCE

POINT OF VIEW

COMPARE & CONTRAST

What words did the author 
use to persuade?

What point of view does this 
invention  create?

Virginian-pilot. (Norfolk, Va.), 23 July 1899. 
Chronicling America: Historic American 

Newspapers. Lib. of Congress. 

http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86071779/1
899-07-23/ed-1/seq-9/

http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86071779/1899-07-23/ed-1/seq-9/




CLAIM-EVIDENCE-REASONS

What is the 

claim?

Support with 

evidence

Give reasons

To prevent annoyance from flies, and 

musquitos- buy Clough & Burrell's 

revolving light house patent fly trap.1859. 

Boston. 

https://www.loc.gov/item/rbpe.06403300/

Household Appliances

http://www.loc.gov/rr/print/list/picamer/paH

Appliance.html

https://www.loc.gov/item/rbpe.06403300/
http://www.loc.gov/rr/print/list/picamer/paHAppliance.html


“The desire to tinker, create and invent is universal. It doesn’t matter who or what you are–a scientist, 

business person, layperson, man, woman or child–if there’s a problem, we want to figure out how to 

solve it by inventing a new way of doing things or improving on an existing way.”

https://blogs.loc.gov/inside_adams/2010/03/women-of-invention/

https://blogs.loc.gov/inside_adams/2010/03/women-of-invention/


LOC.GOV

http://www.loc.gov/
http://www.loc.gov/
http://www.loc.gov/
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/


Thank you!

Please feel free to contact me at

best5@madisontelco.com

mailto:best5@madisontelco.com

